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Friends of Perth Observatory Terms and Conditions
Becoming a Friend of Perth Observatory is strictly non-transferable. All Friends must include

1.

current and accurate personal information. Only the named person listed on as a Friend may
receive the associated Friend benefits and Perth Observatory reserves the right to cancel a Friend
status and all associated benefits if a Friend transfers or attempts to transfer Friend status or
benefits to another party.
2.

Becoming a Friend of Perth Observatory is non-refundable.

3.

Friend status commences on the date of purchase and is only valid during the period up to and
including the date of expiry (365 days).

4.

Perth Observatory reserves the right to cease activation of a Friends status should the Friend
breach the terms of their status through:


Transferring or attempting to transfer their status or benefits to another party;



Misrepresenting themselves;



Acting inappropriately;



Intentionally harming Perth Observatory property (flora, fauna or facilities); and/or



Using material (still or video footage) for commercial purposes.

Replacement Friend of Perth Observatory cards cost $10.00 per card and must be payable at time

5.

of order.
Friend benefits and privileges are available only on presentation of a current Friend of Perth

6.

Observatory card. Friends are not entitled to discounts on any consumable items i.e. food and
drinks.
Friends of Perth Observatory must abide at all times by the conditions of entry of Perth

7.

Observatory and these terms and conditions.
Friends of Perth Observatory benefits and privileges, associated costs and terms and conditions

8.

may be amended or revoked at Perth Observatory’s discretion.
Perth Observatory reserves the right to reject any application or renewal and to suspend or

9.

terminate a Friend without liability or refund if any of the conditions of the Friends status are not
complied with or there is deemed abuse of the privileges.
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